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ABSTRACT
The emergence of ancient DNA (aDNA) research in 1984 has resulted in a number of
studies exploring evolutionary history of plant and animal species incorporating genetic data
isolated from ancient and historic remains. Phylogenetic studies using aDNA are aimed at
determining the driving force behind changes in genetic diversity within populations. Here, we
examine the phylogenetic history of walruses using a mitochondrial DNA analysis. The walrus
(Odobenus rosmarus) is currently divided into three subspecies based on their geographic
distribution: Atlantic (O. r. rosmarus), Pacific (O. r. divergens), and Laptev Sea (O. r. laptevi).
The recent discovery of ancient walrus fossils on Herschel Island in the Yukon Territory,
Canada, provides an opportunity to incorporate these samples in an overall genetic analysis of
walrus, to determine whether past glacial cycles had an effect on walrus diversity. In this study,
mitochondrial DNA from ancient Herschel Island, modern Pacific, ancient Atlantic walrus
samples was extracted and sequenced. The sequence information was combined with data from
another study to produce phylogenetic trees and haplotype networks. While our results are
inconclusive with regard to the evolutionary relationship between modern walruses and the
Herschel Island specimens, we found strong support for two distinct Pacific walrus
mitochondrial clades. The results will be used in a larger study that will explore walrus
phylogenetic history in greater detail.
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INTRODUCTION
History of Ancient DNA
Ancient DNA (aDNA) was first extracted in 1984 from a 150-year-old specimen of the
extinct quagga (Higuchi et al., 1984). Comparison of the aDNA sequence to the same DNA
region in horses and zebras confirmed a closer relationship to modern zebras than to horses
(Higuchi et al., 1984). This study proved that DNA is preserved in some museum specimens and
can be successfully extracted. Additional studies showed that aDNA could be extracted from
increasingly older samples, including mummified Ancient Egyptian corpses (Pääbo, 1985).
Despite these successes in isolating aDNA, actual analysis of the samples proved to be
more challenging due to the low yield of sequence obtained from the specimens. Polymerase
Chain Reaction (PCR) technology allowed for the exponential amplification of as little as one
DNA sequence, which quickly became an essential tool for genetic research and aDNA studies
(Mullis and Faloona, 1987). In addition, aDNA studies typically focus on mitochondrial DNA
(mtDNA) genes or gene fragments for analysis. mtDNA is present in multiple copies in every
cell, making it more abundant than nuclear DNA and therefore easier to successfully extract and
analyze (Willerslev and Cooper, 2005).
Researchers quickly found that PCR amplified both aDNA and any other DNA present in
the sample, including any modern sources of contamination such as bacteria and human handlers
(Gutierréz and Marn, 1998). As a result, many of the results in early aDNA studies were shown
to be inaccurate because of the contamination problem (see Woodward et al., 1994, Vreeland et
al., 2000). An additional challenge for aDNA analysis was that nucleotides are damaged postmortem, especially hydrolytic deamination of cystosine that leads to C to T transitions in the
inferred sequence (Willerslev and Cooper, 2005). Damage of the DNA also results in
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fragmentation of DNA sequence, which explains why aDNA is usually recovered in lengths of
500 base pairs or shorter (Willerslev and Cooper, 2005).
The significant early failures of aDNA research led to the development of protocols
aimed at maximizing the quality of the aDNA being amplified while minimizing contamination
risk (Cooper and Poinar, 2000). Because of the implementation of these procedures, aDNA has
been successfully extracted from many different animal and plant species. A wide variety of
DNA sources have been used, including bones and teeth (Rohland and Hofreiter, 2007), plant
fossils (Gugerli et al., 2005), and preserved faeces (Poinar et al., 2001). Currently, aDNA is
being applied to population genetic studies to assess the effects of climate change, human
exploitation, and other hypotheses that explain the pattern and organization of genetic diversity
of animal and plant species (Willerslev and Cooper, 2005). This study uses aDNA to explore the
effects of past glacial cycles on the diversity and distribution of modern walruses.

Ecology and Evolution of Walruses
Behavior and Distribution
The walrus (Odobenus rosmarus) is a large marine mammal that has a circumpolar
distribution in the Arctic (Lindqvist et al., 2009). Current classification of walruses divides them
into three subspecies: Atlantic (Odobenus rosmarus rosmarus), Pacific (O. r. divergens), and
Laptev Sea (O. r. laptevi) (Figure 1; Dyke et al., 1999). However, genetic similarity between O.
r. divergens and O. r. laptevi suggests that the latter may not represent a separate subspecies
(Lindqvist et al, 2009). Walruses prefer pack ice (free floating ice) rather than land for
reproduction, nesting, and foraging, particularly in the winter months (Udevitz et al., 2009; Jay
et al., 2001). They also use pack ice as a refuge to rest or avoid potential predators (Fay, 1982).
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During the spring and summer months when ice melts in their southern habitat, Pacific walruses
migrate north and relocate to broken pack ice; Atlantic walruses will generally remain in the
same area year-round (Dyke et al., 1999). Pacific walruses will not migrate beyond the broken
pack ice to maintain holes that permit foraging, breathing, and resurfacing; this effectively limits
their northern range (Dyke et al., 1999).
The current walrus distribution shows a geographic separation between the three
subspecies (Figure 1). Atlantic walruses are found along the coasts of Northern Canada (Hudson
Bay, Hudson Strait, Baffin Bay), East and West Greenland, Svalbard, and Franz Josef Land
(Born et al., 1995). Laptev walruses reside in the Laptev Sea of Northern Russia, and the Pacific
walruses are found off the coast of Alaska between the Bering and Chukchi Seas (Dyke et al.,
1999).

The Herschel Island Walrus
The recent discovery of six radiocarbon-infinite (>50 thousand years, ka, old) walrus
specimens on Herschel Island in Yukon, Canada (Figure 2) confirms that ancient walruses had a
geographic distribution that is further north than observed today (Zazula et al., 2009). It is
inferred, then, that a past warmer climate permitted this northern dispersal. During the last
interglacial period (MIS 5e, ~125ka), global temperatures were higher than they currently are
(Elias and Brigham-Grette, 2007). Subsequent cooling, perhaps during onset of MIS 4 glacial
conditions around 80ka, may have driven the walrus into its modern territory (Elias and
Brigham-Grette, 2007). Because the Herschel Island samples are older than previously
sequenced samples, incorporating them into phylogenetic studies with walruses may reveal
divergence times that are associated with climate change.
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Examining the Pacific Walrus
While there has been research conducted on the history of the Atlantic walrus (Andersen
et al., 1998; Andersen and Born, 2000; Andersen et al., 2009), there is little information about
the Pacific population. A recent study has suggested the presence of two distinct mitochondrial
clades within the Pacific walrus subspecies (Lindqvist et al., 2009). However, the existence of
the two distinct mtDNA clades was difficult to assess, as very few mtDNA haplotypes (N=4)
belonging to the putative second clade of Pacific walruses were observed. By increased sampling
of the Pacific walrus population and comparing mtDNA, it may be possible to determine whether
two or more clades are present.

Aims of the Study
This study will examine the relationship between extinct Herschel Island and modern
walruses through a phylogenetic analysis of ancient and modern DNA. Six Herschel Island
samples were obtained along with four ancient Atlantic walruses dating back to 12,000 years
before present (BP). These samples, which have finite radiocarbon dates, will be helpful in
calibrating a molecular clock. Molecular clock analyses allow estimation of divergence times
between lineages, such as the Pacific and Atlantic walruses. Comparison of these estimated
divergence times with time periods of known environmental change, such as glacial periods,
might reveal causative factors that have influenced walrus evolution and diversity.
In addition, an analysis of the Pacific walrus will help assess the structure of their genetic
diversity, in particular to test whether two distinct mitochondrial clades are present in the modern
population. Tissue samples from 53 modern Pacific walrus samples were obtained, representing
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sites around Alaska. These samples were combined with walrus mitochondrial DNA sequence
obtained in a previous study (Lindqvist et al., 2009) to test the phylogenetic relationships
between Pacific walruses. Both analyses conducted in this paper will utilize mitochondrial DNA
(mtDNA) regions that have been previously sequenced (Lindqvist et al., 2009) with the aim to
clarify walrus evolutionary history.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample Information
Details of all samples used are provided in Table 1. Tissue samples from 53 Pacific
walruses were obtained from the University of Alaska Museum of Natural History in Fairbanks,
Alaska. Samples of six ancient walrus fossils found on Herschel Island were obtained from the
Yukon Government collection housed in Whitehorse, Yukon Territory, Canada. Four samples of
ancient Atlantic walruses were obtained from the Canadian Museum of Nature, Ottawa, Canada,
and are from various locations in Northern Canada (detailed in Dyke et al., 1999).

Locus Selection and Primer Design
Previously isolated mtDNA data Lindqvist et al. (2009) were downloaded from
GenBank. These included a portion of the NADH dehydrogenase 1 (ND1) gene and part of the
D-loop of the non-coding control region. To overlap with this previously available data, we
targeted the same regions. Primers for the modern Pacific walrus samples were designed using
SeqBuilder v8.0.3 (DNAstar, Madison, WI, USA) to target fragments of ND1 (510 base pairs,
bp) and D-loop (707bp) (Table 2). Because it is difficult to obtain long sequences from aDNA,
primer sets were designed to amplify shorter, overlapping fragments from the ancient specimens
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(Table 2). Three primer sets were designed to span the available ND1 sequence, each targeting
approximately 150bp of a 456bp region. Three D-loop primer sets from Lindqvist et al. (2009)
were used to amplify approximately 200bp each of a 556bp region.

Ancient DNA
Contamination Prevention
Ancient DNA requires extra care in the laboratory due to its fragility and susceptibility to
contamination. As a result, DNA from the ten ancient walruses was extracted in a laboratory
designed solely for aDNA research at The Pennsylvania State University in a building that is
isolated from all other DNA laboratories. Strict guidelines and established protocols were used to
avoid contamination of the ancient DNA. This included wearing full-body suits, facemasks,
gloves and shoe protectors, washing clothing and showering prior to entering the lab, using
sterilized reagents and instruments, sterilizing work areas with 3% bleach and 70% ethanol, and
isolating all lab materials from outside PCR contamination (Cooper and Poinar, 2000; Gilbert et
al., 2005). In addition, extraction and PCR negative controls were included during every
experiment to check for contamination of the reagents and aDNA samples.

Extraction and DNA Amplification
Small fragments of bone were removed from the ancient samples using a Dremel drill
and powdered using a microdismembrator. A silica-based aDNA extraction protocol was
performed according to the method described in Rohland et al. (2009).
PCR amplification was performed in a 25µL reaction volume containing 5µL rabbit
serum albumin (10mg/mL), 6.25nmol dNTPs, 2.5µL 10X High Fidelity buffer, 0.2µL High
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Fidelity Platinum Taq (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA), 37.5nmol MgS04, 2.5pmol of each
primer (Table 2), 13.6µL sterile H2O, and 0.5µL extracted sample. A PCR negative (no sample)
was included in each experiment. Amplification was performed using an MJ Research PTC-225
thermal cycler using the following conditions: initial denaturation at 94°C for 90 sec, followed
by 50 cycles of denaturation at 94°C for 45 sec, annealing at 52-56°C for 45 sec, and extension
at 68°C for 90 sec. The temperature was maintained at 68°C for 10 min to allow for completion
of DNA amplification, after which cycling was terminated.

Modern DNA
Extraction and DNA Amplification
DNA extractions were performed in a room isolated from PCR products. Approximately
25 mg of each sample was cut using a razorblade and washed with water to remove any
remaining ethanol from storage. A Qiagen DNEasy Tissue Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA) and
the associated protocol were used to carry out the extraction. Due to the large number of
samples, several groups of extractions were performed, with each group containing an extraction
negative to verify the absence of contamination of the reagents. The extractions were incubated
at 55°C For 24 hours and were agitated periodically.
PCR amplification was performed in a 25µL reaction volume containing 6.25nmol
dNTPs, 5µL 5X buffer, 0.25µL Promega Taq (Promega, Madison, WI, USA), 50mM MgCl2,
2.5pmol each primer (primers ND1F1(long) and ND1R1(long) for ND1, DLF1(long) and
DLR1(long) for D-loop), 12.5µL sterile H2O, and 1µL extracted sample. A PCR negative was
included for each set of reactions. Cycling was performed in an MJ Research PTC-225 thermal
cycler with an initial denaturation step at 95°C for 2 min, followed by 40 cycles of denaturation
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at 95°C for 30 sec, annealing at 54°C for 30 sec, and extension at 72°C for 45 sec. The
temperature was maintained at 72°C for 5 min to allow for completion of DNA amplification,
after which cycling was terminated.

Verifying Amplification
Amplification products of modern and ancient DNA samples were assessed through gel
electrophoresis by loading 5µL of sample and 1µL loading dye into a 2% agarose gel submerged
in 1X TAE and ethidium bromide. NEB Low Molecular Weight Ladder was also loaded for
length determination of the DNA bands. The gel was observed under UV light with a BioDoc-It
3UV Transilluminator. Samples with incorrect band length or showing multiple bands were reamplified. There was never evidence of contamination in PCR negative controls.

Cleanup of Amplified Products
The PCR products were cleaned prior to sequencing to remove excess reagents and any
other undesirable material. 80µL sterile H2O was added to each PCR sample, which was then
transferred to a Millipore filter plate and subjected to vacuum filtration for 10 min. Visual
observation confirmed that all of the H2O passed through the filter plate, and 50µL H2O was
added to each sample before the vacuum procedure was repeated. An additional 50µL H2O was
added and the plate was agitated for 30 min on an IKA plate shaker.
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Sequencing PCR, Cleanup, and Direct Sequencing
The cleaned products from the modern walrus samples were prepared for sequencing
PCR in a 10µL reaction using 0.25µL BigDye v3.1, 1.75µL 5X BigDye buffer, 1.6pmol primer,
1.4µL H2O, and 5µL cleanup sample (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). The cleaned
products from the ancient samples were prepared with a similar recipe, but using 6.4µL template
and eliminating H2O. Cycling of the samples was performed according to the manufacturer’s
protocols, and the amplified products were purified via ethanol/ EDTA precipitation. A solution
of 2.5µL of 125mM EDTA and 25µL 100% EtOH was added to each sample; the samples were
then mixed before being transferred to a plate and incubated at room temperature for 15 min. The
plate was centrifuged for 30 min at 2750rpm, followed by immediate inversion and
centrifugation for 2 min at 500rpm. 30µL of 70% EtOH was then added to each sample and the
plate was again spun for 10 min at 2750rpm, after which the plate was inverted and centrifuged
for 2 min at 500rpm. Any residual EtOH was allowed to evaporate overnight. Once completely
evaporated, 20µL H2O was added to re-suspend the dried samples. 8µL of the modern reactions
was added to 12µL H2O, and 20µL of the ancient reactions was loaded; this reflects the
difference in amplification efficiency of ancient and modern DNA. The samples were sent to the
Penn State Genomics Core Facility (University Park, PA) for sequencing on an ABI Hitachi
3730XL DNA Analyzer (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). Sequences were then
viewed and aligned using SeqMan Pro (DNAstar, Madison, WI, USA).
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Sequencing Primers
Modern samples of the D-loop of the control region were sequenced in both directions
due to the presence of a poly (C, T) region in the middle of the fragment, which disrupted
polymerase performance. Modern ND1 samples were sequenced using the ND1R1(long) primer
(Table 2). Ancient D-loop and ND1 samples were sequenced using both forward and reverse
primers for each fragment.

Cloning and Sequencing of Ancient DNA
Direct sequencing of ancient DNA can result in low-quality sequencing results. This is
because aDNA has a greater potential to be contaminated with extraneous DNA and is likely to
contain damaged bases. To address this problem, bacterial cloning can be used to identify the
specific DNA fragment that was targeted during amplification and to determine the correct
consensus sequence. Ancient D-loop samples were cloned using a TOPO TA cloning kit
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Preparation of the samples prior to plating required 0.25µL
salt solution, 0.25µL TOPO vector, 7-10ng cleaned PCR sample, and 1.5µL H2O. The
manufacturer’s protocols were followed for the cloning, and each sample mixture was spread
onto a separate plate using a flame-sterilized loop. The plates were incubated overnight at 37°C.
Following incubation, 6 white (insert-containing) colonies on each plate were picked and
placed into separate tubes, and 50µL H2O was added to each tube. PCR reactions were then
made in 12.5µL volumes containing 1.25µL 10X buffer, 0.125 Econo-Taq (Lucigen, Middleton,
WI, USA), 12.5nmol dNTPs, 12.5pmol M13F primer, 12.5pmol M13R primer, 12.5nmol
MgCl22, 5µL of colony/H2O mixture, and 2.25µL H2O. Cycling of the reaction as follows: an
initial denaturation step at 94°C for 2 min, then 30 cycles at 94°C for 60 sec, 56°C for 60 sec,
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and 72°C for 60 sec, and ending with a 7 min extension period. The samples were checked for
positive vector insertion via gel electrophoresis using 2µL sample and 1µL loading dye. Three
out of the six colonies for each sample that were positive for the correct DNA length were
prepared for sequencing according to the cleanup and sequencing procedure outlined above. New
colonies were picked for samples with fewer than 3 positive colonies, and PCR amplification
was repeated. Because one of the goals of this project is to produce preliminary data for a larger
project that will involve acquisition of complete mitochondrial genomes, only one mtDNA
fragment was cloned and sequenced to reduce redundancy in data collection. D-loop was chosen
because is more variable than ND1 and is likely provide sufficient information to confirm that
the ancient specimens contain viable aDNA and place them within the context of modern D-loop
variation.

Analysis
Sequencing results yielded 46 D-loop sequences and 38 ND1 sequences from the 53
Pacific walrus samples; all six Herschel Island (HI) and all four ancient Atlantic walrus samples
yielded D-loop sequence; ancient ND1 sequence was not obtained for two of the HI or for any of
the ancient Atlantic walruses. After combining the new data with the data from Genbank, the
final data sets included 109 D-loop and 86 ND1 sequences. For some analyses, two outgroup
sequences were used to root the phylogenetic tree. These were obtained from GenBank: Northern
fur seal (Callorhinus ursinus, AM181016) and stellar sea lion (Eumetopias jubatus, AJ428578),
both near relatives of the walrus.
Additional sequences of ND1 and D-loop for Atlantic, Pacific, and Laptev samples
(Lindqvist et al., 2009) were downloaded from GenBank (Accession ID: EU728456-87,
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EU728523-73) and included in the analyses. All sequences were aligned using MAFFT v6.0
with an automatic L-INS-i algorithm (Katoh et al., 2009), and separate alignments were
produced for the two loci. Haplotype identification for each locus was performed without
including the outgroup taxa by displaying the absolute number of differences between
individuals for each locus using PAUP v4.0b10* (Swofford, 2002). Evolutionary models were
determined with jModelTest 0.1.1 (Posada, 2008). For D-Loop, the HKY (Hasegawa et al.,
1985) model, proportion of invariant sites, and gamma distributed rate heterogeneity
(HKY+I+G) model was selected. For ND1, the HKY+G model was selected. Using these
models, Maximum likelihood bootstrapping (MLBP, 100 pseudoreplicates) was performed using
RAxML 7.0.4 (Stamatakis, 2006), and maximum parsimony bootstrapping (MPBP, 100
pseudoreplicates) was performed using PAUP v4.0b10* (Swofford, 2002). Outgroups were
included in both analyses. Support for the resulting phylogenies was assessed by calculating
Bayesian posterior probabilities using MrBayes v3.1.2 (Ronquist and Huelsenbeck, 2003) with
and without outgroups.
BEAST v1.61 (Drummond and Rambaut, 2007) was used to perform molecular clock
analyses. The clock model was calibrated using on estimated ages of the HI walruses and the
finite radiocarbon dates of the ancient Atlantic walruses. Because the exact age of the HI
specimens was unknown, and a series of runs were performed after fixing the ages of the
radiocarbon-infinite HI samples to six different estimated ages: 60ka, 100ka, 120ka, 150ka,
200ka and 250ka. Each run was set up in BEAUTi v1.6.1 using separate data partitions for Dloop and ND1 with the evolutionary model parameters described above, the strict molecular
clock model, GMRF Bayesian skyride coalescent prior with time-aware smoothing. For each
analysis, MCMC chains were run for 50 million iterations with trees and model parameters
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drawn from the posterior sample every 2000 iterations. Two BEAST runs were performed for
each HI fixed age. Convergence to stationarity and mixing was assessed in Tracer v1.5 (Suchard
et al., 2001, Rambaut and Drummond, 2007) with the first 10% of samples discarded as burn-in,
Bayes Factors (Kass and Raftery, 1995) were calculated in Tracer v1.5 (Suchard et al., 2001) to
assess whether any of the models using different ages for the HI walruses were significantly
better than the other models. Outgroups were not included in BEAST analyses. The resulting
trees were summarized and visualized in FigTree v1.3.1 (Rambaut, 2009).
Haplotype networks for D-loop and ND1 were constructed using NETWORK v4.6.0.0
(Fluxus Technology Ltd., 2010) without outgroups and under the median-joining setting (Figures
3, 4). Because this analysis does not allow missing characters, sequences for D-loop were
shortened to the length of the ancient sequence (556bp), and sequences containing missing base
information were removed.

RESULTS
Maximum parsimony analysis showed strong statistical support for a second Pacific
mtDNA clade (88% MP bootstrapping (BP) support) but was inconclusive for other
relationships. Maximum likelihood bootstrap analysis strongly supported a relationship between
a large number of pacific walruses (79% MLBP support) and moderate support of a relationship
between the four ancient Atlantic walruses and a subset of the Atlantic group (60% MLBP
support). Bayesian posterior probabilities (BPP) determined by MrBayes v3.1.2 showed some
support for relationships between all ancient and modern Atlantic walruses (93% BPP), as well
as a large Pacific clade (100% BPP) that included all Laptev Sea walruses and excluded the
individuals comprising the additional Pacific clade. Parsimony networks for D-loop (Figure 3)
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and ND1 (Figure 4) show a distinct separation between Atlantic and Pacific groups, and the
Laptev Sea walrus haplotypes are grouped along with the Pacific haplotypes. Both networks
show a separation of the HI haplotypes from the Pacific and Atlantic groups on both networks. In
addition, both networks reveal two separate groups of Pacific haplotypes, which supports the
existence of two Pacific mtDNA clades.
Molecular clock analyses in BEAST revealed strong statistical support for a large Pacific
clade including the Laptev Sea walruses (99% BPP), a smaller Pacific clade (99% BPP), and an
Atlantic clade including the four ancient Atlantic walruses (99% BPP). Bayes Factors
determined that none of the models were significantly better than the others (Table 3) Kass and
Raftery, 1995). Figure 5 shows results of the run with the ages of the HI samples set to 150ka,
with BPPs representative of all runs in the analysis. The six Herschel Island walruses were not
supported as a separate clade in any of the trees (~52% BPP). In addition, the HI group was
placed in varying locations across the trees that made them appear either ancestral to all modern
walruses or a sister group to Atlantic walrus. None of the trees showed the HI walruses as a sister
group to the Pacific walrus.

DISCUSSION
Phylogenetic Position of the Herschel Island Walrus
Both mitochondrial haplotype networks place all of the newly sequenced HI walruses
between the Atlantic and Pacific clades (Figures 3,4), providing inconclusive evidence about the
relationships between the ancient and modern walruses. The results from the BEAST analyses
also did not clarify the situation: although some of the results suggest a closer relationship of the
HI walruses to Atlantic walruses than to Pacific walruses, this relationship is never well
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supported. There is therefore is no indication that the HI walruses belong to either of the modern
groups. Also, it is not clear whether the HI walruses are ancestral to all modern walruses (Figure
5) or emerged after the divergence between Pacific and Atlantic groups.
The six ages selected for the ages of the HI walruses were chosen based what ages are
most likely. For example, 60ka was used to examine the possibility that the samples are just
older than the limits of radiocarbon dating. Age estimates of 100ka, 120ka and 150ka correspond
to the accepted range of the last known interglacial period MIS 5 (Elias and Brigham-Grette,
2007), which is associated with warmer climate than present day. The warmer climate would
have decreased the levels of pack ice available to walruses, pushing them north. Despite this
reasonable hypothesis, Bayes Factor calculation (Table 3) showed that these dates were not
statistically preferred over the other dates used in the molecular clock analysis. Age estimates
200ka and 250ka were included based on the possibility that the walruses are significantly older
than modern walruses.
Because the samples are radiocarbon infinite (>55ka BP), it was necessary to perform
multiple analyses where their ages were fixed to the best-guesses indicated above. However, a
method of estimating ages of older specimens within a phylogenetic context, rather than fixing
the ages to best-guess dates, may be more appropriate. A method recently developed by Shapiro
et al. (2011) appears to accurately estimate unknown sample age when a data set is sufficiently
informative. Applying this method to this study may provide a more accurate placement of the
HI group into the phylogenetic history of walruses. However, it will not be possible to apply this
method until a much larger sample of ancient walruses with known ages are included, as this
information is necessary to estimate the age of the unknown-age sequences.
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The analysis included only four ancient walruses. With finite radiocarbon dates, the age
of the ancient Atlantic walruses ranged from 1,870 to 10,130 years old (see Table 1). Because all
of the HI walruses older than 55ka old, there is a large temporal gap in data. The addition of
walrus specimens with ages between the ancient Atlantic and HI samples would not only help to
clarify the evolutionary relationships among the HI and modern walruses, but would also provide
more accurate calibration of the molecular clock and therefore tighter confidence limits on
estimates of the divergence time between the Atlantic and Pacific groups. Understanding the
relationships between HI walruses and modern subspecies may provide insights into how
walruses have responded to past climate change.

Evidence of a Second Pacific Walrus mtDNA Clade
The existence of two distinct Pacific walruses mitochondrial clades was well supported in
this study. However, due to the uncertainty of divergence time estiamtes, it remains unclear
when and how the divergence between Pacific walruses occurred. One possible scenario involves
the walrus population becoming fragmented after the formation of the Bering land bridge during
the onset of glacial conditions around 30,000 years ago (Elias and Brigham-Grette, 2007). This
bridge extended from Siberia (modern-day Russia) to Alaska, the site of current Pacific walrus
population. The bridge could have existed for as long as 10,000 years before deglaciation
resulted in flooding by the Bering Sea (Elias and Brigham-Grette, 2007). Subsequent
deglaciation would have permitted these previously isolated populations to mix, which would
explain why the Pacific walrus population is comprised of two varying mitochondrial clades.
However, the initial divergence of walruses likely predates the formation of the Bering land
bridge, based on results from the molecular clock analysis. It is possible, though, that a similar
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process during previous glacial cycles may have resulted in the current Pacific walrus
mitochondrial clades.

Further Studies
Results from this study will be incorporated into a larger project that examines the
phylogenetic history of the walrus more extensively. To do this, additional samples of both
modern and ancient walruses will be obtained and analyzed. Incorporation of additional modern
samples will help define haplotype variation, and ancient samples with radiocarbon finite ages
would help to more accurately calibrate the molecular clock and estimate the evolutionary
relationships between the HI walruses and the modern walrus subspecies. An additional goal is
to estimate the timing of the divergence between the Atlantic and Pacific walrus clades. These
divergence times may correlate with glacial events that likely contributed to the current variation
of the walrus species. Finally, these findings could be extended to phylogenetic studies of other
species with distributions overlapping those of walruses, in order to compare the effects of the
same environmental changes across different taxa.
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TABLES

Table 1. Sample information. All Pacific walruses were obtained from the University
of Alaska Museum (UAM) in Fairbanks. Herschel Island samples are from the Yukon
Government, Yukon, CA. Ancient Atlantic samples were obtained from the Canadian
Museum of Nature, Ontario, CA.
PSU Accession

Museum Accession

Specimen Source

Region of Origin

Latitute

Longitude

Radiocarbon Date

Herschel Island, N=6
TF161
TF162
TF163
TF164
TF179
TF180

Extraction

UP10.TF001
UP10.TF002
UP10.TF003
UP10.TF004
UP10.TF016
UP10.TF017

YG12.1
YG304.9
YG271.12
YG12.2
YG397.9
YG391.113

Yukon Government
Yukon Government
Yukon Government
Yukon Government
Yukon Government
Yukon Government

Herschel Island
Herschel Island
Herschel Island
Herschel Island
Herschel Island
Herschel Island

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

Infinite
Infinite
Infinite
Infinite
Infinite
Infinite

Ancient Atlantic, N=4
TF183
TF184
TF185
TF186

UP10.TF020
UP10.TF021
UP10.TF022
UP10.TF023

CAMS-43273
BETA-83414
CAMS-38024
TO-4985

CMN
CMN
CMN
CMN

Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada

49.042
44.552
74.883
72.820

66.850
49.151
95.683
80.440

10130+-50
12550+-50
1870+-40
4730+-50

Modern Pacific, N=53
MC001
MC002
MC003
MC004
MC005
MC007
MC008
MC009
MC010
MC011
MC012
MC013
MC014
MC015
MC016
MC017
MC018
MC019
MC020
MC021
MC022
MC023
MC024
MC025
MC026
MC027
MC028
MC029
MC031
MC032
MC033
MC034
MC035
MC036
MC037
MC038
MC039
MC040
MC041
MC042
MC044
MC045
MC046
MC047
MC048
MC049
MC050
MC051
MC052
MC053
MC054
MC055
MC056

UP10.TF177
UP10.TF178
UP10.TF179
UP10.TF180
UP10.TF181
UP10.TF182
UP10.TF183
UP10.TF184
UP10.TF185
UP10.TF186
UP10.TF187
UP10.TF188
UP10.TF189
UP10.TF190
UP10.TF191
UP10.TF192
UP10.TF193
UP10.TF194
UP10.TF195
UP10.TF196
UP10.TF197
UP10.TF198
UP10.TF199
UP10.TF200
UP10.TF201
UP10.TF202
UP10.TF203
UP10.TF204
UP10.TF205
UP10.TF206
UP10.TF207
UP10.TF208
UP10.TF209
UP10.TF210
UP10.TF211
UP10.TF212
UP10.TF213
UP10.TF214
UP10.TF215
UP10.TF216
UP10.TF217
UP10.TF218
UP10.TF219
UP10.TF220
UP10.TF168
UP10.TF169
UP10.TF170
UP10.TF171
UP10.TF172
UP10.TF173
UP10.TF174
UP10.TF175
UP10.TF176

UAM36326
UAM36335
UAM36344
UAM36346
UAM36357
UAM49574
UAM49575
UAM49576
UAM49577
UAM52232
UAM53953
UAM53957
UAM53971
UAM53976
UAM54012
UAM54017
UAM54024
UAM54032
UAM54033
UAM54068
UAM54076
UAM54105
UAM54116
UAM54243
UAM54248
UAM58708
UAM60216
UAM60217
UAM60224
UAM60225
UAM60226
UAM60399
UAM60400
UAM60401
UAM60402
UAM87006
UAM87009
UAM88476
UAM88478
UAM88479
UAM88488
UAM88497
UAM99584
UAM99604
UAM101341
UAM101343
UAM101351
UAM101353
UAM101357
UAM101374
UAM101376
UAM101382
UAM101445

UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks
UAM Fairbanks

Bering Sea
Bering Sea
Bering Sea
Bering Sea
Bering Sea
Bristol Bay
Bristol Bay
Bristol Bay
Bristol Bay
Barrow
Bering Sea
Bering Sea
Bering Sea
Bering Sea
Bering Sea
Bering Sea
Bering Sea
Bering Sea
Bering Sea
Bering Sea
Bering Sea
Bering Sea
Bering Sea
Bering Sea
Bering Sea
Bering Strait
Bering Strait
Bering Strait
Bering Strait
Bering Strait
Bering Strait
Bering Sea
Bering Sea
Bering Sea
Bering Sea
Bristol Bay
Bristol Bay
Bering Sea
Bering Sea
Bering Sea
Bering Sea
Bering Sea
Bristol Bay
Bristol Bay
Bering Strait
Bering Strait
Bering Strait
Bering Strait
Bering Strait
Bering Strait
Bering Strait
Bering Strait
Bering Strait

63.78333333
63.78333333
63.78333333
63.78333333
63.78333333
58.6
58.6
58.6
58.6
71.291
53.334
53.334
53.334
53.334
58.449
53.334
62.014
62.014
62.014
62.014
58.449
62.014
62.014
62.014
62.014
65.75
65.75
65.75
65.75
65.75
65.75
63.5
63.5
63.5
63.5
58.61076667
58.39933333
63.77972222
63.77972222
63.77972222
63.77972222
63.77972222
57.17566667
58.03683333
65.73694444
65.73694444
65.73694444
65.73694444
65.73694444
65.73694444
65.73694444
65.73694444
65.73694444

-171.7333333
-171.7333333
-171.7333333
-171.7333333
-171.7333333
-159.9666667
-159.9666667
-159.9666667
-159.9666667
-156.789
-165.563
-165.563
-165.563
-165.563
-165.192
-165.563
177.548
177.548
177.548
177.548
-165.192
177.548
177.548
177.548
177.548
-168.9166667
-168.9166667
-168.9166667
-168.9166667
-168.9166667
-168.9166667
-170.25
-170.25
-170.25
-170.25
-156.2369333
-158.9356389
-171.7411111
-171.7411111
-171.7411111
-171.7411111
-171.7411111
-158.4746667
-157.6055667
-168.9419444
-168.9419444
-168.9419444
-168.9419444
-168.9419444
-168.9419444
-168.9419444
-168.9419444
-168.9419444

-
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Table 2. Primer sequences for modern and ancient DNA amplification. (*)indicates primer sequence
obtained from Lindqvist et al. (2009). (**) indicates primer sequences designed by Tara Fulton.	
  

Primer Name
DLF1(long)
ND1F1(long)
DL-2F*
DL-3F*
DL-4F*
ND1.F1**
ND1.F2**
ND1.F3**

Forward Primer sequence: 5’ to 3’
TACTAGTATTTATGCCTATTGCCG
CACTATTCAACCCGAGAACAGG
CTGACGCCCTACCATTCATA
AATTCACTTGGTCCGTCAAGC
TGGGACATCTCGATGGACTT
GTTTGTTAGGGTGGCAGAGC
TCTTCTAGCCGTAGCCTTC
CTCCACATCAATATTCATCAT

Primer Name
DLR1(long)
ND1R1(long)
Dl-2R
DL-3R
DL-4R
ND1.R1
ND1.R2
ND1.R3

Reverse Primer Sequence : 5’to 3’
CGTGTGTACGTGTATGTCCTGTG
AATGATGGCTAGGGTTACTTCGT
AAGGGTTGCTGGTTTCTCG
TTATGTGTGATCATGGGCTGA
CGTGTATGTCCTGTGACCATT
AGAAGTCCGTATGGTCCTACAAT
CCATATGGTTAGGGCTAGGGAT
TGGCTAGGGTTACTTCGTAGG

Table	
  3.	
  Bayes	
  Factors	
  [log10(B10)]	
  for	
  the	
  six	
  molecular	
  clock	
  analyses	
  in	
  BEAST.	
  Values	
  
between	
  0	
  and	
  0.5	
  indicate	
  the	
  run	
  is	
  not	
  significantly	
  better	
  than	
  the	
  run	
  it	
  is	
  being	
  
compared	
  to	
  (Kass	
  and	
  Raftery,	
  1995).	
  
BEAST Run

HI age estimate

ln P (model | data)

Standard Error (+/-)

60ka

100ka

120ka

150ka

250ka

1
2
3
4
5
6

60ka
100ka
120ka
150ka
200ka
250ka

-2920.1
-2919.986
-2920.392
-2920.428
-2920.199
-5840.493

0.204
0.227
0.19
0.229
0.216
0.213

0.049
-0.127
-0.143
-0.043
-0.001

-0.049
-0.177
-0.192
-0.093
-0.05

0.127
0.177
-0.015
0.084
0.126

0.143
0.192
0.015
0.099
0.142

0.001
0.05
-0.126
-0.142
-0.043
-
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Table 3. List of D-loop haplotypes and haplotype frequencies based on parsimony analysis.
*Individuals with sequence information that is less than the length of the target sequence. As
a result, their placement in Haplotype 1 is questionable. These sequences were removed prior
to haplotype network construction.
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Table 4. List of ND1 haplotypes and haplotype frequencies based on parsimony analysis.
*Individuals with sequence information that is less than the length of the target sequence.
As a result, their placement in Haplotype 1 is questionable. These sequences were removed
prior to haplotype network construction.
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FIGURES

Figure 1. Current distribution of walrus subspecies: Pacific (O. r. divergens),
Laptev (O. r. laptevi), and Atlantic (O. r. rosmarus). Sampling locations are
marked with stars, including information from Lindqvist et al. (2009). (Source:
Tara Fulton, Penn State University). Sample numbers for each area are noted in
parentheses (n=X).
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Figure 2. Location of Herschel Island in Yukon, Canada. Asterisks (*) indicate
archaeological sites where the walrus samples were excavated (Source: Grant Zazula,
Yukon Government)
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Figure 3. Haplotype network based on statistical parsimony using median-joining for
D-loop of the mitochondrial control region. Haplotype numbers correlate with the
groups in Table 3. *Haplotypes 20 and 25 are shown as a singular haplotype; this is
due to the sequences being manually shortened in order to be included in the network,
and does not reflect haplotype information from parsimony analysis.
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Figure 4. Haplotype network based on statistical parsimony using the median-joining
setting for a portion of the mitochondrial ND1 gene. Haplotype numbers correlate with
the groups in Table 4. Haplotypes 14 and 15 were excluded from network analysis due
to the presence of missing bases in the sequence.
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Figure 5. Maximum clade credibility tree based on D-loop and ND1 sequence data produced in
BEAST, with an age estimation of 150ka for the Herschel Island samples. Pacific walruses are
in blue; Laptev Sea are orange; Atlantic are red; Herschel Island are green. The numbers at each
node indicate posterior probabilities. Samples listed as TFXXX or MCXXX represent
sequences generated in this study; all others are from Lindqvist et al. (2009).
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